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Score Match Summary

First XI Win 2/230 6/226

The final round of the 2021 season welcomed BSHS up the hill to a picturesque Mills Oval 
after all the rain earlier in the week. With BSHS having struggled during the season it was a 
great opportunity for our boys to finish with a win. Our year 12’s were eager to walk off Mills 
one last time having given everything they could today. 
When inspecting the pitch it looked as though there could be something in it for the bowlers. 
Sam Anderson won the toss and elected to bowl but it was clear very early that the pitch 
didn’t have any demons in it. 
The boys put in one of their best efforts in the field putting their body on the line trying to 
back their bowlers up. BSHS batted very well building an innings by running well and only 
hitting our poor deliveries. There wasn’t much wrong with what our boys were delivering as 
there were no missed chances and clever batting by their openers. 
The two put on 124 together until Jem Ryan came on for his second spell and broke the 
partnership. The very next delivery Jem ripped in a yorker that never looked liked missing. 
With two from two Jem narrowly missed out on his hat trick having hit the batsman’s pad but 
it looked to be going over the top. BSHS tried to dig back in but Callum managed to prevent 
this taking a wicket of his own with a caught and bowled. This wicket lead to a collapse with 
another two wickets falling for only 1 run. Harry Meikljohn took both of these with one being 
the important wicket of their opener on 66 runs. 
With the score 5/150 it looked as though a score of under 200 was possible but with wickets 
in hand the two batsman batted extremely well to the death. The two put on 122 runs 
together hitting some big sixes which allowed them to race past 200 runs. The only negative 
of our death bowlers was probably hitting a length to often. Jem finished with one last wicket 
for the season finishing with 17 as his final tally. The wicket takers today were 
- J Ryan 3/64
- H Meikljohn 2/43
- C Galvin 1/43
Special mention to W Kruger bowling a great opening spell only going for 9 runs off his 5 
overs. BSHS finished on 6/226 and as a lot of runs came off the last few overs our boys 
looked very defeated walking off the field. Thankfully some words of wisdom from batting 
coach Lachlan Prince allowed our boys to believe they could chase down this total. 
With a tweak to the batting order a new opening partnership of Meikljohn and Sipple strode 
to the crease. 
With 5 penalty runs added to the TGS total as a result of State High running on the pitch the 
boys began at 0/5 before a ball had been bowled. Harry Meikljohn after taking in one last 
look around Mills Oval decided to get his cover drive going. Harry started with a bang hitting 
both openers for boundaries around the park. With Sipple playing the support role Harry 
continued to hit their bowlers out of the attack. Harry passed his 50 having only faced 
around 30 balls the boys went to drinks 0/87 and looking in complete control. The pace 
slowed down after the break with the fielders spread and boundaries harder to come by. The 
boys continued to score freely though but instead of boundaries they were hitting 1’s and 2’
s. Harry looked sure for a century but once their strike bowler returned he managed to bowl 
an absolute peach hitting the top of off. Harry was dismissed for 88 off 82 balls and shared 
in an opening partnership of 129 with Tom. Although it may of not have been a result he 
wanted Harry managed to put us in a very winnable position and has been a great team 
player over the years in the 1sts. Well batted, Harry. 
Ash Singh met Tom in the middle and they continued the positive intent together. The boys 
swept boundaries and hit the men on the fence when needing to just rotate the strike. The 
boys looked at ease scoring runs at will all around the park. They soon passed their 50 run 
partnership and Sip reached is half century. They didn’t stop digging the State High boys 
into the ground and came closer and closer to the target of 227. Unfortunately when the 
scores drew level Sip was trapped in front and dismissed for 80 runs. The two put on 97 
runs and got the boys home. It was only fitting that skipper Sam Anderson came out and hit 
the winning runs to finish the season on a high note. Ash Singh finished on 46 not out 
batting the way we all knew he could. 
It wasn’t the season we were after but it was great to see the grade 12’s out with a win. They 
showed today what we believed they were capable of and we are all proud of their efforts. 
The squad are an amazing group of young men and it has been a privilege to watch them 
grow as men and cricketers. 
I hope to see a lot of them playing well into the future and look forward to the younger boys 
coming through for 2022. 

2nd XI Loss 9/94 10/115

If there were an award for the Spirit of Cricket then the 2nds would be worthy winners after 
today’s match. BSHS had not come remotely close to winning a game this season and when 
we had them 4/7 after a few over we could have probably bowled them out for under 50 
should we have kept our best bowlers operating. Rather than this, we took the foot off the 
pedal and allowed them to make a match of it. To their credit, two BSHS players played the 
innings of their respective lives and we eventually had them out for 115. Best bowlers were 
Ben Dight 4/7 and Daly Guest 4/10. Unfortunately our generosity continued with the bat 
losing regular wickets with poor shot selection combined with some decent bowling from a 
couple of the BSHS bowlers and we were bowled out for 94.
In the end, our sportsmanship definitely cost us the win but seeing we hadn’t gambled a 
sheep station on the outcome, nothing was really lost.
Thanks gents for your company as mostly the 11As from last season and now the 2nds. I 
will miss talking rubbish with you all on a regular basis. 

3rd XI Loss 10/25 0/26

PLAYED NC 11A: The grateful Toowoomba Grammar School 3rd XI were pleased that 
Nudgee’s 11As were gracious enough to invite us down the hill for a supplementary match 
when Brisbane State High were unable to field a team. Our batting reputation of dropping 
bombs over the boundary of Ross Oval a few weeks ago preceded us. Unfortunately we 
were not able to live up to this reputation, being dismissed for only 25 runs in an innings that 
saw seven ducks. Sam Schriek top scored with 13, tallying more that half of the team’s total. 
The Nudgee 11A batsmen made short work of chasing down the total in just shy of 3 overs. 



4th XI Loss 10/155 4/167

PLAYED NC 11B: After providing support to the 11C team today a slightly depleted Fourth 
XI had an early departure for an excellent day that completed our season.
Sent in to bat the 4th’s showed grit and determination  with another notable batting 
performance from Riley Phipps supported equally from Tom Twidale.
Manny Kelly (15), Tom Hoare (22) and John Higgins (8) also shined in their last game of 
schoolboy cricket. 
In the field great bowling from Tom Hoare (1/7) and the cat like reflexes of Tom Twidale and 
Lawson Herbert proved effective with 4 wickets falling before Nudgee surpassed our total.
Big thanks to Hugh McDonnell, Lawson Herbert, Pat Doran (62) and Jack Madigan for their 
assistance today and a massive thanks to all the 4th’s players that fronted up during the 
season. 
In a world where success is often measured by comparing numbers it was great to see our 
achievement classified differently.
Thanks Gents.

11A Win 4/234 10/96

TGS won the toss and elected to bat first, posting a formidable total of 4/234 runs. Jude 
Brocherie (111 runs from 114 balls) played a stellar innings of great shot selection and 
composure to get his ton, and was well supported by Paarth Menon (50 runs) with the 
opening pair posting a 150 run partnership for the first wicket. Skipper Will Nason (17 runs), 
Angus Ingold (23 runs) and Bill Brennan (14 runs) all chimed in with quick runs late in the 
innings to get the total to 234 runs after 40 overs.
BSHS got off to a quick start in their innings with the score being 1/50 runs after just 6 overs. 
Jude Brocherie (3/7 from 6 overs) bowled superbly well to pick up top order wickets and 
stem the flow of runs, and was well supported by Hamish Chappel (1/21 from 6 overs) and 
the ever consistent line and length bowling of Scott Radford (2/6 runs). Leg spinner Goff 
Morgan (4/14 from 4 overs) bowled well to build pressure against the BSHS batters and 
create chances in the field. Angus Maclean held onto a sharp outfield catch which 
highlighted an impressive team performance in the field. BSHS were eventually all out for 96 
runs. Well done to TGS on another great win to finish off the season with the team placed 
4th on the GPS ladder! 

11B Internal 4/191 6/190

TGS 11B vs TGS 11C: 11C won the toss and elected to bat first. They exploded out of the 
gates with 98 runs coming from the first two wickets. Excellent batting from Callum Francis 
(52 from 38), Clancy Bambling (38 from 20) and Flynn Brannelly (41* from 32) set up their 
innings well and they finished their 20 overs at 6/190. A few opportunities went begging for 
the 11B Team in the field, but the pick of the bowlers were Fred Smolenski (0/6 off 2), 
Lachlan Milton (1/12 off 2) and Tom Walker (1/12 off 2).

The 11B Team lost a wicket in the first over, but recovered well with plenty of runs from 
Hamish Innes (55* from 29), Will Savill (35 from 13) and Tom Walker (37 from 22). The 
middle order finished the game off, with Will Titterton hitting a 4 off his only ball faced to win 
the game after 13.4 overs. Man of the match was Hamish Innes

11C Internal 6/190 4/191

10A Win 8/122 10/120

A good way to finish our season, congratulations boys.  TGS won the toss and elected to 
bowl first.  Despite missing a few chances in the field we managed to restrict BSHS to 120 
all out with solid spells from Lachies Spies (2-13), Matthew Moore (3-13), Ewald Kruger (2-
17) and Jimmy White (2-18).  We looked very comfortable in the early stages of our run 
chase but lost wickets at regular intervals in the middle overs.  An attacking 32 from opener 
Richard Dean and contributions from Chace Oates and Archer Black saw us haul in the total 
with 2 wickets in hand.  Congratulations on an excellent season boys - you have been a 
pleasure to work with and Mr Cook and myself look forward to following your progress next 
season.

10B Win 8/163 8/84

The 10Bs saved their best till last with a dominant performance. Riley O’Leary continued his 
Bradman like form with a brilliant 64 runs and was backed up by some solid scoring from 
Ben Anderson, PJ Ostwald and CJ Wright. Sam McGrath was again a star with the ball 
bowling some impressively tidy overs. An outstanding team finished with an outstanding 
result. 

10C Internal 5/211 4/175

PLAYED TGS 10D: A glorious day for cricket and the boys were pumped for the last match 
of the season. The mighty TGS 10D's were the opposition and the 10C's knew that they 
were in for a torrid encounter as a few of the D's were coming into form. The C's batted first 
and took a few overs to get going. The fact that Matt Taylor, the best bowler that our boys 
faced all season was working from one end and Clancy McCosker from the other might have 
had something to do with it. The bowlers were excellent and combined with some smart 
keeping from Kurtis Goodger meant that runs were hard to come by. Will Flegler survived 
the onslaught to post an excellent 47 runs. Aanan Shafiuddin was excellent in compiling 57 
off 28 before he retired to give others a bat. Reuben Hoare continued with his hard hitting 
style to grab a quick 37 runs. The C's amassed 211 and thought that the D's would struggle 
to make their total, and they were correct, but not after Clancy McCosker executed some of 
the best cover drives seen this season to get a quickfire 50 plus and set things up for a close 
finish. Olly Lamble bowled well to pick up a wicket, as did Reuben Hoare.
Whilst the close finish didn't eventuate, the D's were magnificent. The game was played in 
excellent spirits with many a good sledge.
Special mention to Connor Quinn who captained the C's this season. Well done, young man.
Whilst I am not a cricket coach, I was pleased to be involved with this group of fine young 
men. They never failed to bring a smile to my face and I was proud to be involved as they 
are a credit to our school.

10D Internal

4/175 5/211

TGS 10D/E vs TGS 10C: An outstanding final game from the 10Ds to close off the season. 
The team played a very strong TGS 10C team, and were able to hold there own. The 10C 
won the toss and decided to bat, and wasted no time in putting runs on the board., despite 
an early wicket. Our bowlers tried to contain them, but the 10 C batting side proved to strong 
and were able to put on a 211 target. Our best bowlers were Clancy McCosker with 1 for 16 
off 2, and Harry Pratt with 1 for 25 off 2.
Set with such a high target, our openers went in with a positive attitude. This though was not 
enough to set the high run rate required, with bot Thomas Murry and Callum going cheaply. 
Clancy McCosker and Sam Shannon were able to steady the run chase, with Clancy making 
a solid 41 runs against some fine bowling. Kurtis Goodger and Harry Pratt were able to add 
to the total, Kurtis making 33 and Harry 15 before being retired. 
In the end the 10Ds were able to make a respectable 175 runs with the loss of 4 wickets.
A very good season, and the team should be proud of the way they have played, and the 
improvements they have made.

10E Internal



9A Win 5/167 4/166

In the final game of the season the boys came up against a BSHS side boasting a number of 
State players. This side had been unbeaten in 3 years. Having won the toss and decided to 
bat BSHS posted a competitive total of 4 for 166 from their allotted 35 overs. Our bowling 
unit was at its best to restrict the BSHS batting group to that total on a ground with very short 
straight boundaries. Jackson (2 wickets), Baxter (1 wicket) and Sam (1 wicket) all collected 
rewards but it was the efforts of all the bowlers which enabled the boys to restrict the total. 
BSHS knew they were in for a fight to maintain their unbeaten record. Heading to the crease 
Joe (74) and Connor (22) faced some hostile and aggressive early bowling. Connors quick 
fire innings set the scene for the chase. At the halfway mark of the innings the boys still 
required over 6 runs an over. However with Cooper (46 not out) and Joe at the crease we 
were able to chase the runs down and provide BSHS with their first ever loss. A very mature 
run chase from the boys with a number of learnings that were gained during the season put 
into practice. It has been an outstanding year for this group of boys who have been a 
pleasure to coach. With a little luck and a little more composure at certain times this side 
could easily have gone through undefeated or at worst with just one loss. A number of these 
boys will push hard for First XI squad selection next year.

9B Internal 0/143 0/125

TGS 9B vs COMBINED TGS 9C/9E: Match highlights as per Mr. Wallis summary (below). 
To my 9B lads thank you for an enjoyable season. We had some wins and we had some 
losses and we always made sure we learnt from whatever situation we found ourselves in, 
but most importantly you were all good mates and enjoyed playing the sport of cricket 
together.  

9C Internal 0/125 0/143

TGS 9B vs COMBINED TGS 9C/9E: Despite the weather gods conspiring against our last 
away match of the season, they did provide a beautiful day for cricket at TAFE Oval. Coach 
Gilbert and Coach Wallis chose two even teams and Team Gourley and Team Gray took to 
the field. The format was that each batting pair would bat for three overs – wides and no 
balls were worth 2 runs each, and a wicket would cost the batting team 5 runs, and three 
consecutive dot balls would cost the batting team 1 run. Each team played a 12-over innings 
and then a 9-over innings.  Team Gourley was ahead by three runs after the first innings, 
101 to 98, and was able to apply the brakes dramatically in the last six overs to restrict Team 
Gray to 127 runs off their 21 overs. Team Gray then did a great job in overs 13-15, 
restricting their opponents to just 4 runs off their 3 overs, but then a captain’s knock by 
Campbell Gourley, supported well by Isaac Drysdale, and some great partnership batting by 
Harry McMillan and Jordi Groom, saw Team Gourley home with 149 runs.  
Best batting pairs were Oscar Innes and Hamish Marshall (36 runs off 3 overs), and Max 
Williamson and Stuart Officer (35 runs off 3 overs). Oscar hit a 6, a one-bounce 4 and a 6 off 
the last three balls of their partnership, while Hamish took two very good infield catches. 
Players of the match were James Pike, with a beautifully judged outfield catch, attacking 
ground fielding and a solid innings with the bat, and Harry McMillan, who was the only 
bowler to not bowl an extra in his two overs and who also managed to keep his opponents to 
a negative score when bowling, as well as his solid three overs to help his team carry the 
day.
A great game, played in great spirit (as the boys have done all season). We are looking 
forward to seeing you don the whites again in 2022!

9D Loss 8/120 6/151

PLAYED NC: It's days like today and opposition like Nudgee and seasons like that of the 
Indefatigable 9Ds that make a coach consider the metrics by which we measure success in 
cricket and in sport. Brim needs a special mention for his persistence through a tough 
season with the bat, ending with a well-deserved and helpful 39. Jimmy and Jake pushed 
through some nervous first balls and formed a fantastic partnership with no wickets in hand 
and the pressure of the game on their shoulders.
Today, we didn't score more runs than the other team, sure. But to say that this constitutes a 
loss I would argue exposes a fundamental misunderstanding of what it means to win.
This season we traveled more hours than any other 9D team in the GPS. We have hauled 
ourselves out of bed on dreary Toowoomba mornings with two morning trainings: more than 
anybody else. We've had no trainings cancelled with weather and turned up to the indoor 
nets without complaint every time. We've had enough boys play in our team over the season 
to constitute two whole teams and still retained our team spirit. We've had 6 boys move up 
into the Cs but they still treat their ex-teammates just the same. In the middle we've kept our 
heads when those around us are losing theirs; our ratio of sledging received to tongues held 
has to be one of the most impressive in the GPS. We've stuck around and cleaned up 
rubbish left behind by opposition teams at their own fields. We've persisted through 
absence, injury and illness and still managed to field a time every weekend. We've 
quietened opposition with our actions, and held our heads high in defeat. These are the 
measures that matter, and in all other metrics other than "runs scored" I will tell you that 
today and this season: the 9Ds won.

9E Internal TGS 9B vs COMBINED TGS 9C/9E

8A Loss 10/65 3/67

With a heavy dew and a good looking pitch on Old Boys Memorial, the coin toss landed 
favourably and we elected to bat first. Hoping that the BSHS bowling attack might find the 
ball a little slippery early on backfired as it was soon apparent that it was us finding their 
bowling a little too ‘slippery’ for us. We slipped to 5-18 and it was left to the lower order to 
attempt to post a somewhat competitive total. 65 was our batting offering with Alex Cook top 
scoring with 9.
Defending this miserly total, BSHS were not required to take any risks to achieve the 
winning the total with the loss of 3 wickets in 22 overs. Gilbert Tighe, Alex Cook and Harry 
Barwick each claimed a wicket. 
The team recorded 2 wins for the season and it would be fair to say that we recognise our 
application to our batting innings throughout the season was well below our own 
expectations and those required to be competitive in the A competition. 
As coaches though, we couldn’t have been more happy with the attitude of the players and 
there is no questioning the effort put in during training and matches. Good luck to all players 
as they move forward with their future cricketing experiences.



8B Win 8/93 7/87

This was a rescheduled game from 30 overs each on turf to a 20/20 on synthetic at Tafe 
Oval. Our opponents BSHS had no hesitation in batting first and began their innings with a 
solid opening partnership of 46. However, the Grammar boys fought back really well to take 
7 wickets and restrict State High to 87. Harrison Humphreys 2/9 (3) and Ed Webster 2/11 (2) 
recorded the best bowling figures. Who remembers these grounds on the corner of 
Campbell and Lindsay Streets as the old Showgrounds? So, how appropriate was it to have 
the "Flynn Kirkby Batting Fireworks" come to town and even better, this show was free. You 
would have forgiven the spectators for leaving early with the score at 5 for 10 and then 7 for 
31 at one stage in the run chase. If they did leave early, then they have missed the 
fireworks. Coming in at No. 9 in the rejigged batting line-up, Flynn opened his scoring with a 
four over cover off his first ball. A synthetic pitch is Flynn's favorite batting surface, as he 
trusts the true bounce and it showed with that ball, no sighters needed here. It took another 
7 overs and the game was over with Flynn hitting the winning 6 over the mid wicket 
boundary to bring up an exciting 50. In fact it was 53 (25) with 4 sixers, 6 fours, 1 two and 3 
singles. Obviously, not a big fan of running up and down the pitch. The most memorable 
shot for mine was the 6 over long-on to the northern end of the oval, landing just metres 
from the road. Surely 90+ metres, and I reckon Chris Lynn would have nodded his approval. 
By the way, sundries was next best contributor with 16.The war cry was played out with 
some gusto. I thanked the players for the season's entertainment and wished them well for 
their cricketing future. We finished the term with 4 wins and 4 losses.

8C Loss 8/115 7/118

BSHS won the toss and elected to bat and the TGS boys took full advantage with the 
opening bowlers (James Richardson 2/18 and Josh Fraser 1/18) striking early to have BSHS 
struggling at 3/20. Unfortunately some missed opportunities saw the BSHS 4th wicket 
remain unbeaten after a partnership of over 60. The TGS boys fought back with Tom 
Sanson 1/10 and Hunter Taylor 2/9 restricting the opposition to 7/118 from their 20 overs. 
Due to illness and some late team changes our regular openers were unavailable however 
Will Kelly 16 and Hunter Taylor 3 put on 28 for the first wicket in quick time to set a good 
platform for the run chase. Handy innings by Arch Campbell 16 and Ben Walker 18 saw 
TGS close in on the total and kept the run rate required constant throughout the innings. 
Unfortunately some late wickets slowed the run chase and despite some late hitting TGS 
needed 4 to win off the last ball and were unable to score. An excellent effort by all the boys 
who never gave up. It has been a pleasure to be involved with the boys this season and I 
wish them all the best in their future cricket endeavours. 

8D Win 5/94 3/82

It was great to get another win to finish off a fine season of 6 wins and three losses. Batting 
first, there were too many air swings throughout the innings and this is why we didn't make it 
to the hundred I thought we needed to be safe. Anyway, Khyden Petersen was once again 
good, scoring 24 n.o. from 25 balls, and he was well supported by Archie Beckwith's 12 from 
15 balls. With the ball, we didn't take a lot of wickets, but the fielding was tight; Ryan 
McKay's catch at cover was a seminal moment characterised by uncanny anticipation and 
perfect technique. Wicket takers were Hamish McCollum (1 for 4 from two overs) and 
Campbell Schutt (1 for 5 from two overs). The boys' war cry at game's end was thunderous. 
It was symbolic of the season we had. Well done, boys. You were a pleasure to coach.

8E Loss 7/64 6/65

PLAYED NC 8D: It was an epic ending to the season as the boys battled to keep the 
opposition to less then 10 run with 5 overs to go. A well bowled maiden over by Tom 
Thornton put pressure on the opposition. However a miss field in the 17th over led to the 
downfall of the team on the day. The boys enjoyed the day and had lots of fun. James 
Fitzgerald was a key part of both the batting and bowling attack for TGS. 

7A Win 2/159 6/158

What an amazing end to the season. A game where everyone contributed to the victory. The 
day started well with Jackson Spies (2/7 off 6 overs) and George Clifford (0/19) taking the 
new ball and building pressure from ball one. Jackson got the vital first two wicket in a b 
opening bowling partnership that kept BSHS to 2/7 off the first 8 overs. All bowlers followed 
the example set by out opening pace duo and continued to build pressure on a strong BSHS 
batting line up. Hamish Wormwell (2/17), Reuben Kruger (1/15) and Hugh Mansfield (1/19) 
blew the game open with a burst of wickets through the middle of the innings before the 
BSHS batters finished with some very good late order hitting to set a tough total of 158 for 
our boys to chase down. Our innings got off to s a good start before losing opener Hugh 
Mansfield for 5. This brought Jackson Spies to the crease and he and Banjo Seaniger put a 
partnership of 58 together to build some real momentum going into the half way point of our 
innings. With still a bit of work to do at 2/72, Jackson Haynes strode to the crease with a 
spring in his step. He batted beautifully along with the ever present Banjo to build a 
partnership of 87 to steer our side to a comfortable victory with 5 overs to spare. Jackson 
finished with 45 not out and Banjo finished 60 not out. The highlight of the batting innings 
came when Jackson Haynes dispatching the BSHS opening bowler back over his head for a 
six to tie the scores. Well done boys. Congratulations to all the boys who played in the 7A's 
this year. You are all a credit to yourselves and your school.

7B Win 5/149 8/118

It has been an honour to be involved with the boys this season. A team that was eager to 
listen and improve and play for each other. It was awesome to win on a high. Batting was 
the best I’ve seen with great running and shot placement. Harry Rogers in particular shone 
(42/66) and a blazing partnership from Will McKay (40/26) and Blake Fielder (16/15) put us 
at a great total of 149. 
Fielding today was brilliant (finally) with some spectacular catches particularly Dan Wilson 
and Dougie Hoare were first class and took blinders. Bowling was also great and we kept 
BSHS out of the game from the start with Bryce Lindemann once again bowling wonderfully 
(1/5 - 6) with 3 consecutive maidens. Will Davidson bowled 5 wides in a row and the 
bounced back with 2 wickets in 3 balls and Will McKay topped off his batting performance 
with a handy 1/10. Austin Webster (1/9 - 3) also bowled great line as always and broke a 
vital partnership. A special mention goes to Buddy Henderson who showed great team spirit 
- despite injuring his foot last week and unable to play the final game, Buddy travelled with 
the team today to cheer his mates on.
We set out at the start of the year to finish a top 4 team and we’ve achieved that against the 
odds. Brilliant effort boys and so pleased to see all boys are returning to cricket in 2022! 
Have a great week and holidays boys. 



7C Internal 6/112 5/78

PLAYED TGS 7D: Param Singh won the toss and elected to bat on an afternoon where 
conditions were ideal for cricket.After 6 overs of to and fro between bat and ball ,the score 
was 3/32.Tom Hiscock (12) looked comfortable until a top edge saw him depart from a well 
judged catch. Param batted steadily to retire on 12. Archie Bracey (10) powered 2 
boundaries through covers before being deceived by Bronkhurst to have the off stump 
knocked over. Tom Peart strode to the crease and began steadily with 1 run from his first 7 
balls before thumping 19 runs from the next 6 balls.Tom then glided the next ball beautifully 
to gully to be on his way. Jack Haddin,hampered by a sore ankle, was run out for 8. Will 
Boland 14 from 8 and Will Gilshennan 6 from 3, ensured that the century would be reached. 
The 7D equation was 113 at 5.5 per over. Tom Dampney (3/1/5) and Artie McMillan (2/0/6) 
applied the brakes early on with Artie extracting some lift over off stump. The first four bats 
scored a combined total of 13 as Will Gilshennan (2/1/3) and Beau Stirling (3/1/16) removed 
2 more. Tom Hiscock (2/0/8) and Tom Peart (2/0/2) made life difficult for any run rate 
momentum. The chase ended at 5/78 with 45 runs scored in the last 7 overs. Tom Peart was 
man of the match for 7C and his performances had been building to the effort he produced 
today. The match was played in fine spirits and rounded off a season where all players 
developed their skills and determination to be on the winning side of the ledger. What a fine 
bunch of cricketers with supportive parents and a top shelf scorer in Lachlan Stirling. The 
boys are very lucky to be playing in a competition where all conditions are so well scaffolded 
for them to simply play cricket. Well done!

7D Internal 5/78 6/112

PLAYED TGS 7C: This was a great way to conclude the season with a match against our 
"mates" in the 7C team. The 7D team fielded first and toiled manfully, holding the 7C team to 
6 for 112. Yet again, we showed just how good a ground-fielding team we are making two 
more run-outs including a direct hit by our Captain Christopher Piccini. Wickets were shared 
equally between Harry Elmes, Henry Thurbin, Roan Bronkhurst and Campbell Crawley who 
kindly offered to play for us instead of his 7C team. In reply we made 5 for 78 with Man of 
the Match Alex Vanzella making 18 retired and Patrick Hoare 11 retired. Beaten yes, but we 
can hold our heads high with our winning season of 5 victories from the 9 games.

7E Internal 5/56 10/54

TGS 7E vs TGS 7F: There was a big crowd at Kent Oval, with parents and grandparents 
travelling from near and far for this long-awaited showdown between 7E and 7F. The boys 
have trained together all season; two of the fortunate few teams not to have a single session 
or match cancelled due to inclement weather! 

7F batted first, with nerves getting the best of some of our usual big-hitters. Nathan Richter 
and Tex Cornford (c.) were a solid partnership with load calls and some decent hits, not 
quite crossing the boundary. They were followed by the Jack-Attack; Jack ''Pikelet'' Pike and 
"Jacko" Knudsen - showing good decision making, working well together, and adding a few 
more runs to our total. 7E were on fire too, however, and with precision bowling and fielding, 
had us all out by the end of our Innings for 54.

7E started their bowling strongly and it really looked like it was anyone's game, 7E ahead 
even for the first 8 overs, according to the worm.... A few 4s in quick succession drew the 
score much closer however, and it soon became just a matter of time. 7F won the game in 
the 14th over.

Jack Knudsen took one beautiful wicket (followed by a second when we played on til the 
20th over)  and played his best match of the season. Harry Allen was also on fire with a 
wicket bowled, and a spectacular ball back to the bowler to assist in another dismissal that 
left everyone asking "Who threw that?!". Player of the match for 7E however was Nathan 
Richter, who played well across the board.

Thanks to 7E for a great match (and to Tom's grandma for including 7F in the mid-match 
donuts and lollies!) and congratulation to all boys in the 7E/F squad. Your coaches have 
been extremely impressed by the way you've listened, trained and improved throughout the 
season. 

7F Internal 10/54 5/56

6A Win 5/149 5/74

PLAYED NC 6C: Our last game of the season was played in cracking weather as the NC 6C 
traveled up the hill to give the boys a great hit out. Dom lost his 3rd toss of the season and 
we were sent into bat on a beautiful wicket (Synthetic) which had been prepared 
immaculately. We welcomed a few new troops (Lachy Mcallister, Digby Diggers Elbourne) 
as we were missing a few of our regular team. A great start from Woddy & Gunoor until 
Gunooe was dismissed. Woody was met at the crease by Lachy Mcallister who put on a 
display of leg side shots cracking 25 no off 16 and one blow nearly taking out the square leg 
umpire. Woody finished with 13 no with half off his runs coming with a big 6. A couple of 
wickets fell but Lachy Hyslop picked up from last week hitting 16no off 12 with a 6 included. 
Some late order hitting from Jack Jellicoe 21 off 12 and Alby Galbraith 18 off 8 rounded off 
the innings well. Full credit to the NC 6C for batting with grit and keeping out some tight 
bowling from the boys who kept the chirp up in the field all afternoon. NC reaching 74 off 
their 20 overs. Some work needed in the off season on some of the "one liners" that I have 
heard all too many time such as - " don't give him the keys, he can't drive", " More blocks 
then a minecraft server", " the stumps are hungry, give em a cherry"... I could rattle off 
dozens more. A thoroughly enjoyable and full season without any interruptions. Was very 
proud of the boys and the way they stuck to the plan of playing very positive cricket with 
bucket loads of energy. Thanks boys, enjoy the off season!

6B Win 7/97 8/90 PLAYED NC 6D: A good final hit-out against the Nudgee D's saw the 6Bs finish on a high 
note with a victory. Digby Elborne's 20* the standout performance of the day!

6C Loss 7/97 6/135
PLAYED NC 5D: Great final match of the season which almost saw TGS getting their first 
win of the season. We took some wickets between different players which really boosted our 
confidence. Player of the match went to Emmett Lourigan



5A Win 4/94 11/64

PLAYED NC 5B: The TGS 5A's finished the season off in style with a strong win against the 
Nudgee College 5B Team. We started the game exceptionally well in the field and our 
bowling was outstanding. We bowled Nudgee College out for 64 in the 19th over. Aariz 
Imam was a standout, bowling with pace and accuracy to finish with figures of 4 for 9 from 
his 3 overs. Our other wicket takers included: Rupert Raymond - 2 for 6 from 2 overs, James 
Statton - 2 for 10 from 2 overs, Ethan Shepherd - 1 for 5 from 2 overs and Iskcon Gyawali - 
1 for 10 from 2 overs. In reply, a number of our batsmen worked hard at the crease and 
retired after their 12 balls. Best batsmen were: Aariz Imam - 20 retired from 12 balls, Aarush 
Sharma - 14 retired from 12 balls and Iskcon Gyawali - 14 not out from 17 balls. A big "shout 
out" again goes to Riley Burke for coming to support his teammates even though he is still 
out injured. Also, a big thankyou to Craig Shepherd for scoring each game and to Bijay 
Gyawali for taking  several amazing action shots throughout the season. To all boys and 
parents, it has been a very enjoyable season and I look forward to seeing this team of 
champions progress over the next few years here at TGS. Congratulations boys....You 
should all be very proud of your efforts this season. Well done!

5B Win 3/137 7/46

PLAYED NC 5C: The Mighty 5Bs took it up a notch in their final outing of the season. 
Winning the toss and electing to bowl, the TGS boys took charge early. Straight bowling not 
only produced wickets, it also prevented Nudgee from scoring. Tight fielding also helped 
keep runs off the bat to 24. Jake Decker bowled very well and took a great catch. Harry 
Johansen nearly took the catch of the season, but the marks left on his hand indicate how 
he had a good crack at it. 
Jack Lethbridge and Hugo Smith opened the batting and were on fire early. As one 
spectator was heard to say ""they are seeing them like beachballs"". Ably assisted by Toby 
Dampney, Henry Fitzgerald and Noah Brannelly, TGS passed the opposition score in the 
11th over. They continued to bat with aplomb, however, with the first 5 batsmen retiring.

Well done on a great season boys. Today was a fitting way to end the season.


